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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Please find hereunder answers to your comments on Jan 17th 2019.

1- Ethics approval

We are/were not aware of the necessity of an Ethics approval for ‘Case Reports according to your policies.

We have also removed "Author’s competing interest" from this section.

2- Consent for Publication:

We have made the requested changes in the declaration section.

A copy of the Patient's consent has been uploaded.
3-Aauthors contribution

JT was the attending physician in charge of the patient and came up with the study design.

In addition to participating in drafting the manuscript, JT edited and translated the different subsections of the manuscript in its entirety. JT also ensured the case description and the laboratory data reported were accurate and made the decision for publication with BMC-Nephrology.

JT assumes full responsibility of the content and accuracy of this Case report.

4- Discussion and Conclusion

The discussion and the conclusion sections have been combined.

5-Clean copy

A clean copy with the requested corrections (without track) changes has been uploaded.

Cover Letter corrections.docx has been removed.